Volleyball, men’s
soccer and women’s
golf previews, see
Sports, page 15.

“The House Bunny”
writer, a JMU grad, talks
about life in Hollywood.
See page 11.
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Purple, But Not Amethyst

Cafe to host
Obama speech

President Rose steering clear of
nationwide initiative on alcohol

By Amy Passaretti
The Breeze

By TIM CHAPMAN
The Breeze

Linwood Rose knows alcohol abuse is a major problem in
campus communities all over the country, including James Madison
University. So why hasn’t the 10th-year president signed the
Amethyst Initiative, joining 129 other college heads committed to
finding a solution?
“I’m not signing it because I just think more work needs to be
done,” Rose said Tuesday. “They need to develop the case that has
facts that can be used to develop a position.”
The Amethyst Initiative, led by Middlebury College (VT)
President Emeritus, John McCardell, has invited every college
president in the country to join in a debate about the effectiveness
of the 21-year-old drinking age. Higher profile schools’ presidents
like those of Duke University and Dartmouth have signed and four
Virginia schools — Hampden-Sydney, Hollins, Randolph Macon
and Washington & Lee — have also inked their signatures.
The initiative’s Web site reads: “These higher education leaders
have signed their names to a public statement that the 21-year-old
drinking age is not working, and, specifically, that it has created a
culture of dangerous binge drinking on their campuses.”
While the possibility of lowering the drinking age to 18 might
be one of the topics discussed by the signatories, and eventually
lawmakers, nowhere in the site’s statement is it explicitly mentioned
as a goal of the initiative.
But campus newspapers around the country and major media
outlets have reported that as the main focus of the initiative, rather
than the debate itself.
The coverage has jaded Rose and other institution leaders from
wanting to be labeled as in favor of lowering the drinking age.
“I think it’s clearly portrayed as an initiative to change the
drinking age,” Rose said. “So yeah, that was part of my concern.”
Washington & Lee president Kenneth P. Ruscio said he thought
long and hard before signing the initiative, but did so with an open
mind.
“I think for us it was a decision to take a look at the issue,” Ruscio
said. “Not to prejudge where it will end.”
Despite intense media scrutiny and misconceptions about the
Amethyst Initiative, Ruscio is like the results.
“We had hoped that we would start a discussion,” he said, “and
See INITIATIVE, page 5

NICKI METCALF/contributing photographer

Students line the outside of Tuesday night’s hot spot, The Pub. Other bars, like Rocktown Grill, also attract students above the disputed drinking age of 21.

Dukes vs. Duke
Saturday, 7 p.m. at Duke

New washing machines also
part of eco-friendly measures
The Breeze

courtesy of CATHY KUSHNER/Sports Media Relations

With the opening of Barack
Obama’s campaign headquarters
in downtown Harrisonburg,
the local hangout Clementine
Café will be hosting a special
college-student
convention
party at 8 tonight. “2008 Barack
to School Night” will display
Obama’s Democratic National
Convention speech on a 72-inch
screen television in Clementine’s
basement lounge.
General
manager
of
Clementine Jeremiah Jenkins
expects a large turnout, but a
broad mix of people. One of
the greatest successes of the
restaurant has been the creation
of a place where both local
people and college students can
interact.
“We didn’t want dichotomy to
exist,” Jenkins said. “We wanted
an overlap to make a more
diverse and exciting experience.”
The new Obama headquarters
opened July 19 and is located at
124 South Main Street, across
from Dave’s Taverna. Clementine
allowed the campaign to use
its basement as a temporary
headquarters while the office was
being put together. Therefore,
the
restaurant
continually
supports what they’re doing and
was more than happy to host the
event.
“There will be a strong
turnout among students, but lots
of locals,” said Jenkins, estimating
on increasing awareness of the
campaign.
One alumnus thinks that
Obama has a real chance
of swinging Virginia’s votes
Democratic.
“Virginia is now considered
a swing state,” JMU graduate
Chad Schwartz (’07). “And
raising awareness about Obama,
especially to college students, can
only help the chances of Obama
See OBAMA, page 4

D-Hall Helping Save Water
By KATIE THISDELL

Eugene Holloman returns to action Saturday in
Durham, N.C., when JMU takes on the Duke Blue
Devils. See Sports, Page 15.

‘Barack
To
School
Night’

Green is the color on campus this fall. Both Dining Services
and the Office of Residence Life initiated efforts to increase
environmental sustainability, from removing trays in dining
facilities to installing energy-efficient washing machines.
D-Hall and Mrs. Green’s became trayless this month and
instead of picking up a tray to load with plates, cups and
silverware, students now carry their dishes to a table.
“Tray-less dining, while often overlooked, is an initiative
that has immediate and tangible environmental, social
and economic benefits for James Madison University,” said
Stepanhie Hoshower, director of Dining Services, through and
e-mail.
The change was made in order to save water, energy and
time within the dining halls. Since washing each tray requires
one-half gallon of water, Hoshower said over 320,000 gallons
of water will be saved each semester.
She also hopes waiting time to return dirty dishes will
decrease for students since more dishes can pass through the
existing conveyer belt on a new shelf-style system.
After testing the trayless approach on Earth Day in April,
Hoshower said the positive feedback was an indicator of the
initiative’s future success.
Junior Hannah Doerwaldt, a resident advisor in Shorts
Hall, believes JMU’s green efforts are beneficial.

“Having D-Hall go tray-less is one of the best things
Dining Services has done in the past two years I’ve been here,”
said Doerwaldt, an international relations major. “It’s very
environmentally conscious and shows that JMU is on the
forefront.”
The transformation comes as just a part of Dining Services’
campus-wide Green Thread environmental-stewardship
platform, which aims to minimize waste and conserve natural
See D-HALL, page 4

ADRIENNE GOLDBERG/The Breeze

Freshman Claire Lo puts her dishes into the new shelfing
system at D-Hall on Wednesday.
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Democratic Convention
Yet to Address Issues
Los Angeles Times
DENVER — This week’s Democratic convention sought to relaunch Barack Obama’s flagging presidential campaign by doing three
things: Healing the party’s internal rift, showing voters who Obama
is, and spelling out more clearly what he would do as president, especially on the economy. But at the halfway point Tuesday evening, the
convention still seemed to be teetering near Step One.
Clinton made a major effort in her Tuesday night speech to bring
her supporters fully into the Obama camp, insisting that “the time is
now to unite as a single party with a single purpose.” Obama’s wife
Michelle made a modest start on Monday at showing the nominee’s
side as a family man.
But as for how Obama would tackle the voters’ top concern, the
nation’s slumping economy, the convention has barely made a mark.
And that has even some Obama backers fretting.
“We’d rather be talking about his economic program, sure,” said an
Obama adviser. “We’ll get there.”
Pennsylvania Gov. Ed Rendell, a former Clinton backer who now
supports Obama, said the party was now on its way to unity.
“We are 99 percent united,” he said on the convention floor just before Clinton’s speech. “If you ask those (former Clinton) voters who
they want to be for — Barack Obama or John McCain — they would
say Barack Obama overwhelmingly.”
But Rendell acknowledged that he remains antsy about the Obama
campaign’s difficulty connecting with traditional, working class
Democratic voters — the ones most concerned about the economy.
“We’re all worried because we should as a party be doing better,” the
Pennsylvania governor said.
Obama backers said they expect the Illinois senator to spend a good
part of his acceptance speech Thursday talking about his economic
plans. But in most media coverage of the event, the continuing divisions among Democrats got in the way of the messages the Obama
campaign sought to convey.
During Clinton’s passionate, 26-minute address, her sign-waving
supporters roared at references to her success at winning 18 million
votes during the primaries, and even to her pantsuits. Network
television cameras frequently cut away to show her husband, former
President Clinton, who has been critical of Obama.
Hillary Clinton has worked doggedly over the past week to heal
the breach, appearing state-by-state at meetings of her delegates and
other supporters to urge them to transfer their allegiance to Obama.
Some got the message.
“I expected my heart to break,” said Allida Black, a Virginia delegate who cashed in her retirement to volunteer all over the country
for Clinton. “I am so ... proud of her I can’t stand it. She is the leader
of my life. But she just gave me my marching orders. Barack
won the election.”
Yet other Clinton backers opened up a new line of public criticism
of the Obama campaign, arguing that its convention message has
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been unclear and too passive toward Republican nominee
John McCain.
Rendell told The Washington Post that Obama hasn’t delivered
his message in a form clear enough to connect with most voters.
“He is a little like Adlai Stevenson,” Rendell said, referring to
the cerebral Illinois governor who lost two presidential races in
the 1950s. “You ask him a question, and he gives you a six-minute
answer, and the six-minute answer is smart as all get out. It’s intellectual ... but it’s a lousy sound bite.”
Several convention speakers on Tuesday sharpened the message
against McCain, the thrust culminating with a rebuke from Clinton.
“John McCain says the economy is fundamentally sound. John
McCain doesn’t think that 47 million people without health insurance is a crisis,” she said, adding: “With an agenda like that, it
makes sense that George Bush and John McCain will be together
next week in the Twin Cities. Because these days they’re awfully
hard to tell apart.”
In the end, Obama aides and others said they hoped that Clinton’s
speech marked a turning point, and that the convention would
now resume its regularly scheduled programming: persuading
voters at home that Obama should be their next president.
“The convention is about getting American voters, particularly
swing voters, to know Barack Obama and become comfortable
with him,” longtime Democratic strategist Jim Jordan said. “That’s
all that matters.”
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Red cups cover the grass at The Mill apartments after last weekend’s block parties. The parties welcomed students back to JMU and lasted throughout the weekend in multiple apartment com-

Students’ Return Receives Mixed Emotion
By Ashton Smith
The Breeze

‘Hillbillies’ Thank DN-R For JMU Boosterism

After reading Tad Williams’ letter to the
editor at the Daily News-Record, junior Steph
Synoracki was in shock.
"I'm appalled and a little offended," Synoracki said. "I know you are going to find that at
any campus you go to. Everybody drinks so you
are going to find the red Solo Cups, the blownout couches. Everybody has the right to their
own opinion, but if he doesn't like it, he can
move."
Williams has been in the area his whole life.
He grew up in Broadway and went to college at
Eastern Menonite University. He currently lives
on Merlin’s Way in Harrisonburg, but said that
he dreads when students come back from Summer Break.
"JMU is always here and the campus is always here, but given the fact that there are
15,000 less bodies here [in the summer] people
in a way forget about JMU for a few months,"
the 32-year-old said.
Williams said that it’s easy to do because
there are no events for the public to attend and
no students filling up Port Republic Road.
"There's no sports going on, nothing going
on on campus,” Williams said. “Various things
happen. You don't interact with students as
much and you don't see what you do during the
year."
Williams wrote the letter after the DN-R
printed an article about last weekend's block
parties. He said it was only a reminder that all
the things he disliked about JMU were back.
"It's something that I haven't become used
to," Williams said. "It's something that I learn to
accept and then you dread when school starts
and then deal with until school ends in May. It's
not something that you just shoo off the side
anymore.”

I wanted to thank the Daily News-Record for its editorial (“The
Class of 2012 Arrives,” Aug. 19) reminding us hillbillies in the
Shenandoah Valley how lucky we are to have James Madison University grace us with its presence.
Since May, I had almost forgotten about the jaywalking, traffic
jams, illegal parking, public urination, drunk tanks, spoiled brats,
annoying parents, lack of manners, trash, graffiti, noise, drunk bus,
banging on doors in the middle of the night, blowhard coaches,
overturned cars, waste of police resources, crime, drunk in public,
petty larceny, couches on front lawns and red Dixie cups.
The $292 million in economic activity that JMU provides our
community comes at a price that is never mentioned. However,
it’s worth it because we get to enjoy the fine cuisine of an O’Charley’s
and the skin-baking talents of Caribbean Tan. How could we
possibly live without a cell phone store on every street corner?
						
By the way, agriculture still provides the most economic activity
						
in this part of Virginia at $450 million a year. Food is a necessity.
Drunk and stupid students are a dime a dozen.
Tad Williams
Harrisonburg
Williams sent this letter to the Daily News-Record Monday.

But Williams said that with a university as
established as JMU, he expects better.
The partying “just seems to be amplified
during the year, but that's to be expected," Williams said. "The university is named after James
Madison so I think the standard could be higher."
But some other community members feel
differently about JMU and its students because
they know them personally and interact with
them in a positive way.
"I think that in the long run, the students
add so much to the life of Harrisonburg," said
Roger Soenksen, a SMAD professor and adviser
at JMU.
Soenksen gets to see both sides of JMU life
because he teaches the students, but he lives in
the chaos of 17,000 students flooding into Harrisonburg during the school year.
Soenksen said what makes him appreciate
JMU and its students is their dedication to outside events such as Relay for Life.
"Those kind of experiences the students
contribute, you can’t put a dollar value on it,"
Soenksen said.
Soenksen does add that the majority of students do have that dedication, but there are a
few he said who do cause problems.
"I think the other thing is you only have
one opportunity to make a good impression,"
Soenksen said.
Williams hasn't been given a good impression and there have been incidents that have
happened to him throughout the years that
have only re-enforced his beliefs.
"I have had students run across the street in
front of me where they are building the new Arts
Center," Williams said. "There have been student drivers pulling out in front of me, but I'm
sure I'm not the only one that has happened to."
See WILLIAMS, page 7

Key Words Give Group Key Win
Five students place in top 10 in worldwide competition
By Aimee Huynh
contributing writer

When the results came in,
marketing professor Theresa
Flaherty screamed. All five
student teams from JMU had
placed in the top 10 percent in
the worldwide Google Online
Marketing Challenge.
Then she screamed even
louder. They were up against
more than 1,600 other student teams from 47 countries
throughout the world. The
teams included undergraduate
and graduate students, and one
team consisting of five JMU
students placed in the top 10
in the Challenge.
Between February and May,
the teams had three weeks to
develop a Google AdWords
campaign for a local business
that was not currently using
the Web site to advertise. AdWords are advertisements that
pop up next to the search results when you use certain key
words.
“Developed by professors

in collaboration with Google,
the Challenge is a great opportunity for students to gain
practical, real-world, online
marketing experience,” The
Google Online Marketing
Challenge Web site states.
The team consisted of 2008
graduates Ryan Farrell, Bethany Kent, Julia Marchetti, Katie
McGinnis and Renee Montmeny chose to campaign for
L’Avenir Skin Care.
“The reason for choosing
L’Avenir Skin Care was a nobrainer,” Farrell said. “Mike
Marenick [the owner] had
never utilized Google AdWords before, which was one
of the prerequisites, on top
of the fact that our team felt
that the skin care industry had
more than enough potential to
generate the click-through rate
(CTR) we were looking for.”
Each team was given $200
to spend on Google AdWords,
where they created ads and
chose key words related to the
business they were campaigning. After choosing the key

Madison
Meteorology

words, each team specifies the
maximum amount they are
willing to pay each time someone clicks on the ad.
The advertisers are charged
only if someone clicks on the
ad, not when the ad is displayed.
The teams are then judged
based on the effectiveness of
the campaign and the quality
of their reports. The judges
consisted of professors and
other business leaders from
around the world, including
Flaherty.
“When me and another one
of my colleagues learned that
we each had a team in the final
15, we voluntarily withdrew
from the final judging process,” Flaherty said.
Utilizing all of the capabilities AdWords offered and its
knowledge in marketing, the
team was able to come up with
a strategy to use the budget
given to efficiently campaign
for L’Avenir.
BROOKE HOLLABAUGH/The Breeze

See GOOGLE, page 5
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D-HALL: JMU Aims for Greener
Campus Through Energy Efficiency
D-Hall, from front

recycling stations, reusable bags and mugs.
However, not all students like the new change.
Senior Chase Horvath was irritated when he
walked into D-Hall earlier this week.
“Since there are still trays, we should just be
able to use them,” Horvath said. “When I go to
D-Hall, I usually use six or seven plates. Now I’ll
have to wait in line longer when I used to carry a
tray and hit up all the stations at once.”
Hoshower said that since not all campusdining locations have the same dish return
system, they will not undergo the same change.
“We still want our students to eat as much
as they care to eat and enjoy the great food at
D-Hall and across campus,” Hoshower said. “This
change is just doing that with an environmental
conscious.”
Other changes occurred on campus over the
summer as well. The Office of Residence Life
is still in the process of replacing all existing
washing machines to front-loading machines in
dorms. Since the new washers have a larger barrel,
they hold more items, which also increases water
efficiency.
As clothes spin in the washers, more water

comes out so that the items come out dryer.
Maggie Evans, the director of Residence Life,
also said that the process saves energy in the
dryers.
Residence Life also installed card readers in
all laundry rooms so students can use their FLEX
accounts.
“Due to fewer quarters being used, the
technicians can make fewer trips to JMU to pick
up coins, a gasoline savings as well,” said Evans.
As an RA, Doerwaldt has tried to help her
students become aware of the sustainability
changes, especially the front-loading washers.
She believes that in the long run the washers may
be beneficial, but for now the replacements have
too many problems.
One of those problems includes the cost
increase of 25 cents from $1.50 to $1.75 per
load.
But sophomore psychology major Shane Boyd
has had no trouble adapting to the changes across
campus.
“It’s a small thing,î Boyd said. ìBut these small
things can do a lot to help the current energy
crisis, especially if we keep adding more small
steps.”

Virginia Looks to Shift
Toward Wind Power

The Washington Post

Miles of mountain ridges hugging the state’s western
border could hold the key to
Virginia’s search for alternative
energy sources.
That is where developers
are looking to build more than
100 wind turbines taller than
the Statue of Liberty, side by
side, on 18 miles of the George
Washington National Forest.
FreedomWorks, a company with projects in four states,
wants to generate electricity for
the power-hungry Washington
area and beyond, despite concerns about disturbing wildlife,
spoiling untouched lands and
creating noise and light pollution.
Virginia is one of a dozen
states, most of them in the
southeast, with no wind farms.
But that might change this year.
The
Virginia
State
Corporation Commission has
approved a request by another

company to build 19 turbines
in the remote, mountainous
Highland County, known as
Virginia’s Switzerland. That is
expected to produce enough electricity to power 15,000 homes in
the mid-Atlantic. Construction
is expected to begin this year.
Some groups, which have
long clamored for more renewable energy sources and encouraged wind power instead of a
new coal-burning power plant
in southwest Virginia, oppose
the FreedomWorks project, in
the state, because of the potential harm to plants and animals.
More than half of Virginia’s
energy comes from coal, a
third from nuclear and a small
amount from gas, oil and other
sources. The state’s energy needs
are expected to grow by about
1 million homes in the next
decade.
Last year, Gov. Timothy
Kaine presented a plan that
calls for in-state energy production, including wind, to

increase 20 percent. Some
experts have estimated that
wind energy in Virginia, on
land and offshore, has the
potential to produce as much
as 20 percent of the state’s
electric needs.
In May, the U.S. Energy
Department released a firstof-its kind report that calls
for the country to generate
20 percent of its electricity
through wind power by 2030.
Last year, when the
General Assembly re-wrote
the complex laws that govern
Virginia’s power companies,
legislators set a goal that 12
percent of the energy generated in the state come from
renewable resources by 2022.
Don Giecek, director of
the Virginia Wind Energy
Collaborative
at
James
Madison University, said the
2007 law acted as the “economic driver” prompting
more interest in Virginia.
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WILLIAMS: To Harrisonburg Residents
Students’ Acts Have Worsened Over Time
Williams, from page 3

One student does sympathize with Williams, because he
remembers what it was like to
grow up in Harrisonburg.
"I understand where he's
coming from because as the
student population grows the
parties get out of hand," said
junior Wes Smith. "When I was
little, I remember driving by
Forrest Hills coming back from
church and seeing all the trash
outside."
However, Smith says now
that he's a student, he does see
the other side.
"I mean traffic is a lot worse
when JMU students get back,
but when people realize what
the community would be like
without JMU they would change
their attitude," Smith said.
Williams does understand
the economic value JMU brings
to the Harrisonburg area, but
says that shouldn't be the only
thing people consider.
"I kind of feel that year after
year the local paper and media,
more or less, put a very positive
spin on what JMU brings to the
community," Williams said. "I
feel they kind of shortchange
the negative aspects that JMU
has."
Williams said he has seen
JMU act this way for the last 10
to 15 years and he has only seen
it worse one other time.
"There are certainly examples in the past, like the incident
in 2000 with the riots and the
riot police came out and people
were out of control," Williams
said. "If you are using that as
the baseline, it's not worse than
that."
While JMU benefits the
economy, it does affect the Harrisonburg residents who live
in the student-filled city every
day. But now that the university is back in full swing, feel
that overall JMU benefits the
community.
"I bet if you polled the
city, they would be happy that
[JMU]and Blue Ridge and EMU
are here because of the energy
level you guys bring." Soenkson
said.
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INITIATIVE: New
Drinking Debate
Draws Controversy
Initiative, from front

I think that has clearly happened, and I think we view that
as a ‘positive thing’.”

STUDENTS’ THOUGHTS

ADRIENNE GOLDBERG/The Breeze

The return of students has brought increased traffic to roads such as Port Republic, which
has drawn complaints from Harrisonburg residents.

Biruk Haregu, a 20-year-old
junior originally from Ethiopia,
thinks the initiative is doing a
good thing, by bringing awareness to the issue of alcohol and
substance abuse, but can understand why JMU might not want
to sign the initiative.
“There’s some political risk,
I’m sure,” Haregu said earlier
this week. “Say some parents
see that JMU has signed this
list, that wants to think about
discussing dropping the drinking age to 18, they might not
feel comfortable and as a result
they may not want to send their
kids to JMU.”
Although the drinking age
is the state’s decision, 21 was
basically made a federal law in
1984 when the U.S. Congress
passed the National Minimum
Drinking Age Act. The act has
prevented the vast majority of
the country from even considering lowering that age because
any state the does lower it will
lose 10 percent of it’s federal
highway appropriation.
The 24-year-old act isn’t the
only opposition to debating the
issue. Mothers Against Drunk
Driving has taken a staunch
position against the initiative.
On the MADD Web site
home page, there are quotes
from congressmen and senators
in opposition of the initiative.
The site also reads: “Department
of Transportation estimates the
21 minimum age drinking law
saves nearly 1,000 lives a year.”
Irina Rasner, a 21-year-old
senior from Fairfax, in favor
of the initiative, isn’t as worried about students drinking
and driving in Harrisonburg
because of services like Safe
Rides, city transportation and

taxi services.
“[Drinking] can be so fun
if you’re responsible about it,”
Rasner said. “And then the
drunk bus, how much fun is
that? Why wouldn’t you ride
the drunk bus, especially your
freshman and sophomore year
when it’s still new?”

“

I think it’s a
matter of trying
to make a much
stronger connection between the
drinking age and
— LINWOOD
ROSE
JMU President

WHAT’S JMU’S PLAN?

Rose said he is committed to finding solutions to the
problem with on-campus activities, including Orientation. The
president’s right-hand man and
the more visible Vice President
of Student Affairs Mark Warner,
speaks with students regularly
about making responsible decisions. Warner was encouraged
this weekend to see students
using alternative means of
transportation while partying.
“What I am happy to see, and
I was out Friday and Saturday
night at 1 a.m.,” Warner said, “is
the number of students using
buses and cabs and Safe Rides.
And those people are making
smart decisions and that’s what
we want perpetuated.”
Warner and Douglas Brown,
the provost and vice president
of academic affairs, recently
began forming an alcohol and
substance abuse prevention
task force, composed of faculty,
staff and students. JMU also
leads the Community Coalition
on Alcohol Abuse with members from the school and local
residents. The school recently
hired a new assistant director
of Substance Abuse Prevention.
But Rasner’s not convinced that the school is doing
enough.
“I just feel like President
Rose can address it more and
maybe just be more personable
with it,” Rasner said. “I also just
wish I could hear him say the
words, because he is our central
face of the university, so if I’m
not hearing him be like ‘No
no that’s not a good call,’ then
maybe first-year and secondyear students are kind of being
like ‘Whatever, the President of
the university doesn’t care, I’m
not gonna care.’”
Rose said he has not ruled
out the possibility of signing
the Amethyst Initiative once
more statistics were presented.
“I think it’s a matter of trying to make a much stronger
connection between the drinking age and behaviors,” Rose
said. “And I don’t think that
exists yet. If someone can show
that it should than I would certainly listen to that.”

Write for
The Breeze!
E-mail us
at
breezenews@gmail.com
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GOOGLE: Real-Life Job for Students
Google, from page 3

The key is choosing the right key words
to use.
“This was challenging because there are
many skin care products and companies,
and therefore there was a lot of competition
against us,” said Montmeny, the team captain. “We had to think of key words from
many angles, for example our key words reflected not only specific skin problems, but
also symptoms, cures, types of products,
and more.”
Flaherty heard about the Challenge
through an academic discussion group
called ELMAR (Electronic Marketing), a
virtual community of marketing professors
from all around the world. So she had the
students in her Strategic Internet Marketing
class participate as part of a class project.
After hearing that the competition would

include graduate-level students, Flaherty
said that she would be happy if the teams
finished in the top 50 percent.
“So when I found out that all five teams
ended up in the top 10 percent, I was elated,”
Flaherty said. “I was so excited because my
students worked so hard and they exceeded
my expectations. This was the first competition of this kind. And to my knowledge, it is
probably the largest marketing competition
in the world.”
Unlike many competitions that are scenario-created-based, this one had the students actually advertise for local companies.
It wasn’t a mock competition, but was what
a real-world job would be like.
“So many businesses are using the Internet more than anything these days,” Montmeny said. “This experience taught me

more than basic online marketing terms,
but showed me how to implement strategies
in a real life situation and to alter actions accordingly.”
This year was the first time Google hosted this competition.
“The next one is scheduled to run again
in the spring of 2009 so I hope to do it
again,” Flaherty said. “Unlike most student
competitions that follow a simulation or
hypothetical scenario, students gain experience by working with actual businesses in
real-time with a defined budget.”
But as of now these five graduate students
and Flaherty are anticipating an all-expense
paid trip in September to the Google Headquarters to meet the people in the Google
company that created Google AdWords in
Mountain View, Cali.

OBAMA: First Democrat To Win Va. Since 1964
Obama, from front

winning Virginia.”
The last time Virginia voted Democrat in a presidential election was Lyndon B. Johnson in 1964. Harrisonburg has voted
Democrat before, such as in the November 2005 general elections.
“It’s an exciting election,” said Jeanine Frydl, a receptionist at
the downtown Obama
office. “People want to
be a part of it.”
There have been
multitudes of volunteers and people of all
ages contributing to his
campaign.
Clementine’s
has
hosted other political
— Heidi Logan
events in the past that
Junior
were well received.
They’ve shown debates
and JMU graduate
Kai Degner (’05) announced his local campaign there.
“It’s not like Clementine’s is choosing one [side] over the
other,” said junior Heidi Logan, a republican who appreciates
the restaurant engaging in the election.
Jenkins said that Clementine’s would likely show the Republican National Convention, but that it won’t be an organized
event, unless Republican supporters contacted him.
Jenkins believes encouraging dialogue to get people paying attention to issues is important in our society. Clementine’s
hopes to be a space where the public can openly discuss opinions
and “be involved in the political process.”
“That’s the beauty of our country, where freedom of expression is a way of life,” Logan said.

“

That’s the beauty of
our country, where
freedom of expression
is a way of life.

”

Close to JMU!!
We Cater to
College Students

Go the thebreeze.org for
Web exclusives, Breeze blogs
and all the latest
updates.
If you are interested in
writing for The Breeze email
breezenews@gmail.com for
more information.

Affordable Self Storage Inc.

391 Mt. Clinton Pike
Harrisonburg, Va 22801
540.476.1116

- RENT 1 MONTH GET 2ND MONTH FREE
- OUTSIDE CAR STORAGE ALSO AVAILABLE
- 5X5, 5X10, 10X10, 10X15, 10X20 AVAILABLE
VirginiaSafeStorage.com

Photos by CAROLINE DAVIS/The Breeze

ABOVE: Barack Obama’s Harrisonburg headquarters is located in
downtown Harrisonburg right across from Dave’s Taverna. TOP, LEFT:
Clementine, the downtown restaurant and bar, is hosting “2008 Barack
to School Night” at 8 p.m.

Hookah-Hookah Tobacco!
New Slow Burning Charcoal
Available In Three Sizes:

- Individual cups
- 250 mg tub
- 50 mg tub
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OPINION

Editor: Whitten Maher
breezeopinion@gmail.com
(540) 568-3846
EDITORIALS

Attention, Please

THE LAST TIME VIRGINIA voted for
a Democratic presidential candidate was
1964 (L.B.J.), but this year the Virginia’s 13
electoral votes are up for grabs: The latest
Real Clear Politics poll showed McCain and
Obama in a dead heat at 46 percent each.
Political drama aside, it’s nice to see
Virginia holding a more prominent role in
a national election. The clearest example of
this is the Democratic National Convention.
Gov. Tim Kaine sat with CNN’s political team at the DNC not only as an Obama
surrogate but also as a representative of a
battleground state, and former Gov. Mark
Warner was featured as keynote speaker.
Both the Democratic Gov. Kaine and
republican Congressman Eric Cantor
have been considered as potential running mates for Obama and McCain, respectively.
Even if the vetting of Kaine and Cantor
were PR moves to reach out to Virginians,
the state was still in the spotlight and Virginians got to join in the hotly contested
race.
It’s a refreshing turn of events that, as
Kaine told The Washington Post, “Virginians are going to see a lot more of these
candidates in person than they have seen
in quite some time.”

DARTS

PATS

Darts & Pats are submitted anonymously and
printed on a space-available basis. Submissions
creatively depict a given situation, person or
event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at thebreeze.org
A “not-everyone’s-a-health-freak” dart to
D-Hall for only serving granola cereal this semester.
From a returning student who was shocked
her beloved Lucky Charms were gone.
A “nice-wipe-out” pat to the Pheasant Run
pranksters who stuck up the windshield wipers
on all of the cars Saturday night.
From four junior girls who can appreciate
a little good mischief.
An “I-think-I-got-the-black-lung” dart to the
smelly railroad construction that makes my commute to school dreadful.
From a student who cannot afford a gas mask
or a lung transplant.
A “hang-in-there” pat to the freshman who
asked me for directions to Memorial Hall on
the first day of classes.
From a Duke who hated to have to tell you
how far your morning walk would be.
A “this-is-an-institution-of-higher-learning,not-a-strip-club” dart to all the scantily clad girls
walking around on campus these first few days.
From a fifth-year student who doesn’t remember seeing quite so many thongs and belly buttons
exposed in years before.
An “isn’t-this-a-bit-overkill?” dart to Harrisonburg Police Department for stalking every
party last weekend.
From an irritated junior who thinks there
are better crimes to tend to than a few drunk
college students.
A “let’s-see-you-win-a-few-games-first” dart
to the pack of football players who stopped traffic
so they could cross the street.
From a junior whose school spirit doesn’t go
that far.
A “you’re-really-awesome” pat to the guys
who make a special effort to hold doors for girls
even when the girls are a little too far away.
From a very appreciative girl.
An “I-hope-high-schoolers-are-‘What-YouAim-For’” to UPB for thinking that spending
$30,000 on “Boys Like Girls” and “Cute Is What
We Aim For” was a good idea.
From a rational-thinking senior who hopes
you plan to market to Harrisonburg High, because
no one is coming to your Convo show.
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The Real Story

Powering America’s Future

BROOKE HOLLABAUGH/The Breeze

Alternative sources of fuel such as natural gas and nuclear power are essential in providing energy security.

Thirty years ago, “The Energy
Blues” debuted for the first time on
the popular
Saturday
morning
cartoon show
“Schoolhouse
Rock!” to
teach children
about energy
and conservation. But ever
since then,
Tony
the American
spadaccia people have
been the ones singing the energy
blues as our government’s lack of
a clear and sensible energy policy
has left us totally dependent on
foreign countries for the majority
of our fuel.
Our leaders in Washington
like to talk about achieving energy
independence, but to make it
a reality we need a new energy
policy designed to meet the growing needs of 21st century America
by creating both short-term and
long-term solutions that will make
energy costs affordable now. At the
same time, we must promote the
research, development and implementation of alternative sources of
energy for the future.
Right now America needs oil,
and we need it for more than just
fueling our cars and heating our

homes. We need it to manufacture
pillows, aspirin, glasses, clothes,
cosmetics, pens, toothbrushes,
upholstery and many other things
that have become commonplace in
American life. In fact, oil is used
to produce so many things that the
average American likely spends
every second of every day using
some type of petroleum-based
product.
Our entire civilization as we
know it today is built on oil, and
any major disruption of the current supply of oil would trigger
a severe worldwide recession.
Therefore, for the short term, our
main priority must be to keep as
much oil flowing as possible to
keep energy prices down and our
economy strong.
To keep oil flowing, we should
drill offshore, in Arctic National
Wildlife Reserve, and everywhere
else it is economically feasible, but
that’s just the first step. We should
also invest in the extraordinary
potential of oil shale in the Rocky
Mountains, which could yield 1.8
trillion barrels of oil and, most
importantly, we should invest in
clean coal.
America has coal. Lots of coal.
27 percent of the world’s proven
coal reserves (275 billion short
tons) are located in this country
and now is the time to use them.

Through the process of coal
liquefaction, we can use abundant
American coal and convert it into
synthetic fuel, which can be substituted in place of traditional oil and
sold at a much cheaper price. Also,
it can be used to fuel American
automobiles without any costly
changes having to be made to cars
or gas stations.
However, we cannot expect
American coal and oil reserves
to be our ultimate solution to the
energy crisis we face, because they
will not last forever. It’s true, we
can’t drill and mine our way out of
danger but what we can do is use
our resources to buy precious time
while we develop new sources of
energy to power America’s future.
The road to long-term energy
independence begins with nuclear
power. Nuclear power is a clean,
safe, efficient and proven source of
energy that has greatly benefited
France in its pursuit of energy independence. It should be America’s
goal to follow the French example
and make nuclear energy our leading source of electricity by 2030.
Solar and wind energy should
also be further researched and developed to support nuclear energy
in the generation of electricity.
Currently, solar and wind are both
unreliable and inefficient, but over
time they will both develop into

primary sources of electric power
which, together with nuclear
power, will grow to fully replace
coal altogether.
To replace gasoline-powered
automobiles, American automakers should build more automobiles
that use alternatives like plug-in
electric hybrids, hydrogen fuel
cells and plentiful American natural gas.
If left unresolved, our civilization’s dependence on foreign oil
will constitute the greatest transfer
of wealth in the history of mankind. It would be foolish to take
any source of energy off the table
because with demand expected
to increase in the future, America
needs all it can produce.
Congress must act now to
implement an “All of the Above”
energy plan that uses all of our
nation’s resources towards the goal
of long-term energy security and
independence that frees America
from the stranglehold of foreign
oil. However, if partisan politics
continues to blind our leaders to
the dangerous reality we face — as
it has in the past — then we will
continue to sing the energy blues
for years to come.
TONY SPADACCIA is a sophomore
political science and business management major.

guest column

Zachary Gerg, contributing writer

Cutting Student Aid Shortchanges our Future
Qualified, collegebound students have been
able to rely on government
financial support for a
costly education for quite
some time now, but what
would happen if the government could not always
lend a helping hand?
This school year, loan
packages have been harder
to obtain than ever before.
An attentive federal and
state government plays an
important role in this issue, and we as students are
directly affected.
At the federal level for
example, back in the early
’90s, Bill Clinton had the
foresight to implement the
Federal Direct Loan Program, designed to allow
college-bound students
to borrow Stafford loans,
PLUS loans, etc., with the
Department of Education
as a lender. At the time,
inflation caused students
from less prosperous
families to be denied access to higher educational
institutions. The budget
for this program has decreased dramatically over
the years.
Unfortunately, the
federal government must
spend money on many
agencies and departments

Letters sent to Massachusetts students
who were declined aid this year read:
“As we continue to communicate about 2008-2009 MEFA Education
Loan availability, at this time we regret that MEFA has been unable to
secure funding due to increasingly difficult capital markets conditions...”
“To ensure that you are able to pay your current semester costs on
time, we encourage you to work with your college or university to understand all other available financing options.”
and because of that, some
issues like student loans
are often put on the back
burner. This mess exists
not only at the federal
level but also the state
level. Right now, individual
states can potentially make
or break our chances of a
legitimate academic career.
I was in Massachusetts
this summer and witnessed this firsthand. The
Massachusetts Educational
Financing Authority (a
self-financing loan agency
also known as MEFA) is
“unable to provide student
loans for this school year
because of turmoil in the
nation’s credit markets,”
as reported by The Boston
Globe.
Students who have
received funds from MEFA
for their college career

thus far are suddenly out
of luck, and that is exactly
what this seems to be a
matter of: luck. There may
as well be a lottery taking
place.
Institutions of higher
education depend on a
steady revenue stream
from students to keep
operating. If student aid is
cut, that revenue stream is
cut as well. Massachusetts
Gov. Deval Patrick is now
asking that these institutions invest in MEFA
bonds to assist in regaining
a budget.
The problem is that
institutions can only support themselves as long as
they have enough revenue,
and that can’t happen until
their students are given the
means to provide it. This is
a vicious circle.

Just recently Congress
passed a bill designed to
re-authorize an act that
The Washington Post reported will “nearly double
the maximum amount of
Pell Grants by 2014 and
will require the Education Department to collect
and publish better data
on soaring tuition costs at
universities and colleges.”
It’s a step in the right
direction, but it’s a fiveyear plan that does not
help the college seniors
and graduate students who
are facing debt now.
Many students have
been forced to turn towards private loans offered
by banks and loan agencies. These private loans
carry higher interest than
the more merciful federal
loans that we are more

familiar with, which were
put in place to stop this
very situation.
Immediate actions
with immediate results
need to take place. Perhaps
it would be best for our
president to be mindful
of all his constituents and
stop threatening to veto
bills that appropriate funding for higher education.
Just last year, President Bush vetoed a bill
that would have provided
“$150.7 billion in discretionary spending for the
Departments of Education,
Labor, and Health and Human Services,” according
to an article in the International Herald Tribune.
In doing so, he is limiting our means of a good
and proper education. He
is compromising the success of the future workforce, and developing a
new social class soon to be
filled with those who are
fortunate enough to have
obtained a college degree.
Instead, he signed a bill
appropriating $459 billion
to the Pentagon for nonwar funding.
You be the judge.
ZACHARY GERG is a senior
music industry major.
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ADAM POOLE, University Daily Kansan

Drilling Candidates
for Oil Solutions
a Slippery Subject
LAWRENCE — The beginning of a new school
year means a lot of things. We catch up with our
friends, find out which of our professors are evil,
and realize how the only thing more expensive
than our textbooks is the gas we spend driving
back from wherever we call home.
Outrage over gas prices is nothing new. I have
been moaning and whining about over-paying
since prices rose 10 cents to $1.59 per gallon
right when I needed to fill the tank sometime
around 2004. Farther back some might remember the fuel crisis of the ’70s and the misguided
price control schemes of the Carter era that only
resulted in long lines at the pump.
Today, we are far from weaned of our “addiction” to oil. Let’s face it: It will be decades before
our reliance on oil significantly phases out. This
is not to say that we cannot do anything about
the current problem. There is much that can and
must be done. Presidential hopeful Sen. Barack
Obama has told us that we cannot simply drill
our way out of this problem.
In the long term, he is absolutely right. There
are numerous alternative sources of energy,
much of which is renewable and more environmentally sound than oil. For the sake of our
economy and our energy independence (and,
consequently, our national security) we must invest in these alternative energy sources. American ingenuity is what made this nation great. In
the last century it was innovative ideas for use of
oil that helped us prosper; in the next it will be
wind, solar, bio-fuels, nuclear…you name it.
While we transition into the next generation of energy there are still millions of vehicles
and homes that rely on oil. For many, the cost is
unbearable, so in the short-term we must utilize
our resources for the sake of our economy. That
is exactly what the American Energy Act (H.R.
6566), which Congress needs to debate, proposes.

The bill financially encourages alternative energy
research while allowing environmentally responsible drilling.
When it comes to drilling, the two main areas
in dispute are the Arctic National Wildlife Reserve (ANWR) and the Outer Continental Shelf
(OCS). Unfortunately, both Sen. John McCain
and Obama oppose drilling in ANWR. Despite
the fact that there are billions of barrels of oil to
be produced, the drilling sites and the pipelines
would take up less than one percent of the land.
Finally, congressmen who have visited the area
have stated that wildlife in the arctic region have
flocked to current pipelines and thrived.
Fortunately, both candidates support drilling
in OCS. Of course, this was not always the case.
While McCain has supported it for some time,
Obama opposed it from the start. That was until
he caught wind of the national poll stating that
approximately 70 percent of Americans favored
drilling in OCS. That was enough to change his
tune in a heartbeat. To be fair, in an election year
any politician would have done the same.
Opponents of drilling have claimed that the
oil from either ANWR or OCS would not actually come online for as late as 10 years from now.
In fact, 10 years is the long estimate. The average
estimate for OCS is about five years and could
be as soon as three. Even three years is too long
a wait for gas prices to go down. Fortunately,
because of speculation, the price drop would be
virtually immediate and significant.
It seems pretty clear that in order to solve
our energy problem we have got to do all of the
above. And it just so happens that the American
Energy Act is essentially an “all of the above” solution. For all of our sakes, this legislation must
pass. We must do all that we can, not only to
bring prices down in the short term, but to encourage innovation and energy independence.

OFF THE WIRE

STAFF EDITORIAL, Daily Nebraskan

China’s actions chip away
at Olympics’ image
LINCOLN — As the closing ceremony extravaganza brought the 2008 Olympic Games to an
end Sunday, many people across the world were
left feeling disappointed. The one global event
intended to inspire hope, unity and a renewed
sense of optimism has disillusioned millions of
viewers across the world.
Starting with the opening ceremony on Aug.
8, the host country cast immediate doubt on
its level of commitment to the authenticity the
Games have always represented. A ceremony
intended to be the welcoming gesture to visiting nations and athletes, while grand and impressive, did not create a feeling of warmth and
good-natured sportsmanship.
In fact, we now know the hosts used computer-generated fireworks, posing them as real. To
top it off, news spread quickly about a young girl
chosen to lip sync in place of the less-attractive
actual singer. Both of these actions marked the
beginning of a sequence of other unfortunate,
even tragic events that undermined the reputation of the Games.
With so much emphasis the opening ceremony put on the symbolism of harmony the Games
should bring to the world, it is sadly ironic that
the very same day marked the beginning of a tumultuous conflict between two countries. While
people in most of the world watched the unifying symbolism of the final torch lighting, a completely different fire glued 150 million people to
their television screens in Georgia and Russia.
Needless to say, Georgian and Russian athletes

Hey

faced major psychological struggles throughout
the Games.
Before and during the Games, many men
and women threatened to boycott or did boycott
the main athletic event of the year. French President Nicholas Sarkozy threatened to boycott the
Olympics months before the Games launched,
openly disagreeing with the International Olympic Committee’s decision to host the event in a
country known for human rights violations.
During the Games protesters lined the streets,
only to be detained in Chinese prisons after the
Games ended.
On the first official day of the competitions,
Aug. 9, a Chinese man attacked an American
couple with a knife, killing the man and leaving
the woman in intensive care. The victim, Tom
Bachman, was the father-in-law of the U.S. men’s
indoor volleyball head coach. Obviously, the
event affected the morale of not only American
athletes but also everyone else visiting Beijing at
the time, adding a sense of fear to the cacophony
of their emotions.
These events are only a few of the things
that dampened the integrity of Beijing Olympic
Games. Questionable scoring and documents
produced by the Chinese government have also
factored in to the worldwide disillusionment
still lingering in the aftermath of the Games.
Even with the joy of the United States winning
the overall medal count, the other positive emotions that usually surround the culmination of
the Olympics don’t seem to be there.
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Fall Convo
Show: Boys
Like Girls
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Band >> Breaking The Mold

STAFF REPORTS

The University Program Board announced on
Wednesday who will be performing at this semester’s Convocation Center show: Boys Like Girls.
The Boston-area group is known for its poppunk genre music. Their most well-known song
is “The Great Escape,” and their current single on
the airwaves is “Thunder.”
The announcement was delivered in conjunction with the Crazy Commons Wednesday.
“This is our outreach event where we just let
people know the events that we have going on,” said
Patrick White, director of center stage committee.
Due to rain, the carnival-themed event
scheduled to take place on the commons was
moved to Transitions in Taylor Hall.
UPB sent out a survey this summer to JMU
undergraduate and graduate students with a list
of potential groups for the concert, and the different price ranges for the artists. They chose the mix
of groups based on what they thought would sell
the most tickets. About 7,000 students responded
with their preferences, according to White.
The survey also asked students which day of the
week they would prefer to attend a performance.
The concert will take place on Friday, Sept. 26
at 8 p.m. Ticket prices will be announced soon.
Opening bands are Cute Is What We Aim For and
Hit the Lights, and the event is open to the public.
			
photo courtesy of GIFTS FROM ENOLA

No Longer
Quiet On
’Burg Front
Students’ return sparks
activity, life in the Valley
By JOHN SUTTER
The Breeze

When students leave for the summer, Harrisonburg transforms into the small town it would
be if JMU weren’t here.
Senior Molly Manwaring decided to spend
her summer in Harrisonburg to work on research instead of returning home to Richmond.
“[It] gave me an opportunity to take a minute
to pause and reflect on what Harrisonburg is like
when it is not taken over by students,” she said. “I
now feel part of that community. I woke up every
morning gaining a greater appreciation for everything the Shenandoah Valley has to offer.”
Other JMU students shared these feelings
about what the city is like when JMU empties
for the summer.
“During the year we forget how small Harrisonburg is because we are in a community
of 17,000,” said senior Mallory Micetich, who
stayed for the summer to work in the Center
for Multicultural Student Services. “It was a
great opportunity to slow down for me because
Harrisonburg has a lot slower pace than Richmond.”
Even though Harrisonburg slows down without college students, Micetich said the university
stays active. A feeling of change and productivity was felt on campus because staff members
and administrators could focus on planning,
goal setting and their jobs.
“There was a feeling of change along with
what we were visually seeing,” Micetich said.
Kristen Muncy, the associate director of the
office of student activities and involvement said
that it was a great time for her to work a normal
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. workday.
“JMU people are far more laid back over the
summer,” Muncy said.
She also commented on how Harrisonburg
has many events for families and community
members over the summer and isn’t as focused
on JMU students.
“Harrisonburg in the summer is wonderful,”
Muncy said. “There are great family activities,
outdoor music events and festivals.”
Harrisonburg resident and sophomore
See RETURN, page 14
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What’s happenin’
around the ’Burg

Left to right: Jordan Endahl, drums; Nate Dominy, bass; Andrew Barnes, guitar; C.J. DeLuca, guitar, pose for a photo while on tour.

Musical ‘Gifts’ Return

Local band, Gifts From Enola, finishes second national tour
By ANNA YOUNG
The Breeze

Gifts From Enola is a band of few words. In
fact, Gifts From Enola is a band without a singer –
but the members prefer it that way. In this “American-Idol” age, the Harrisonburg-based group feels
that so many bands have singers who have a microphone, but nothing to say through it.
“There’s a lot of music these days where
there’s a whole lot of talking, but if you focus on
the singer, he’s not saying a damn thing,” said
C.J. DeLuca, a JMU senior and one of the band’s
guitarists. “We’re trying to make music that says
everything, without saying anything at all.”

The lack of a singer isn’t the only thing that
makes this instrumental, experimental rock
band unique.
“When we first started doing this, we made a
rule, and that rule is that we don’t have any rules,”
guitarist Andrew Barnes said. “We’re not going to
be this kind of band, or that kind of band.”
Barnes and Nate Dominy, the band’s bassist,
met during their freshman year while living in
Eagle Hall. Shortly after, they invited DeLuca,
who they met through friends, and drummer
Jordan Endahl, who grew up with Barnes, to
join the band. The group’s name was Barnes’
idea, and essentially means finding the good in
the bad, as Enola is a reference to the World War

II bomber that dropped the first bomb on Hiroshima, Japan.
Barnes, a JMU senior from Charlottesville,
can’t read sheet music, but he can create some
fascinating guitar riffs. Although most of the
members have been playing their respective instruments since junior high, they have little or
no experience with musical theory. They don’t
do their own promotions, but have a considerable fan base in the Valley.
“There aren’t a lot of bands that sound
like them in the area, so it’s cool to have them
around,” said Tim Skirven, a 2008 graduate,
See GIFTS, page 13

‘Blonde,’ ‘Bunny’ Screenwriter
Hops From JMU To Hollywood
Former Greek girl
writes movie about
sorority house mom
By COLLEEN MAHONEY
contributing writer

photo courtesy of KAREN LUTZ

Hollywood girl, Karen Lutz, recently celebrated the release of her new movie, “The
House Bunny.”

TODAY:
Movies at Grafton-Stovall
Take
advantage
of
Grafton-Stovall
Theatre’s movie deals. With
tickets at $2.50, it costs
almost one quarter of
the movie’s original
showing price! This
weekend, JMU’s on-campus theatre will
be playing “What Happens in Vegas” at 7
p.m. and “Iron Man” at 9:30 p.m.

Karen McCullah Lutz, a 1988 JMU graduate, knows all about the Hollywood scene.
“The other night I was getting interviewed
on the red carpet and I told them that in college
I drank out of a condom with a bendy straw at
a crazy container party,” said Lutz, a humorous
screenwriter and marketing alumna. “I was like
‘why am I telling them this?’”
Lutz was celebrating the premiere of her
new movie, “The House Bunny,” this past
weekend by drinking enough tequila to lose
her voice and partying at the infamous Playboy
Mansion with Hugh Hefner and his crew.
Lutz’s aim for “The House Bunny” was to
write a female version of “Animal House.” She
and her writing partner, Kirsten Smith, wrote
the plot, but it was actually the star of the mov-

FRIDAY:
Katrina Awareness Extravaganza
Come to the Festival Lawn to learn
about JMU’s community involvement and ongoing efforts to help
the residents of the Gulf Coast.
It will be a fun-filled night with
New Orleans-style music by
the Dixie Power Trio, live poetry readings, free food, fun and
games. This event is sponsored by
the University Program Board.

ie, Anna Farris, who came up with the idea for
the main character, Shelley Darlington. Darlington is a Playboy Bunny who gets thrown
into the real world and becomes a house mom
for a socially-inept sorority.
Lutz has also written the screenplays for
such movies as “10 Things I Hate About You,”
“Legally Blonde,” “Ella Enchanted,” and “She’s
the Man.”
During her time at JMU, Lutz was a member of the Alpha Gamma Delta sorority and
was an Alpha Chi Rho little sister. She lived in
McGraw-Long Hall her freshman year and her
sorority house for the following three years.
Lutz has “millions” of fond memories from
JMU like going to the amazing parties they
used to have on Greek Row, visiting Reddish
Knob and seeing live bands perform at the
Mystic Den, a bar that no longer exists in Harrisonburg.
Lutz is married to her college sweetheart,
whom she met at a Theta Chi fraternity party
her junior year.
“Never give up the spirit of fun you have
in college,” Lutz said. “I’m still kind of living
the college life. I write in my pool and drink
champagne.”
See BUNNY, page 14

SATURDAY:
Area Youth Art Exhibition
Check out artwork by local students!
More than 40 pieces created by K-12
students from Harrisonburg City
Public Schools, Eastern Mennonite
High School and Redeemer Classical School will be on display in the
first floor hallway of Memorial Hall.
It is open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday through Friday.
This exhibit will run through December. This event
is sponsored by the College of Education and is free.
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Welcom Back Students
Hope you had a
great summer!

March Specials

432-5544
2040 Deyerle Ave.
Harrisonburg VA 22801
Across from Gold’s Gym

Brazilian Wax
Bikini Wax
10 Tan Sessions
1 Hour Massage
Full Foil

Specials good thru 9/30

$5 off
$25
$15
$10 off
$10 off

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
Is Giving Away $100 CASH!!!
James McHone Jewelry will be giving away $100 Cash
to one person wearing any James McHone T-Shirt.

TODAY at 3:30 p.m.
In front of Wilson Hall on the QUAD
Still do not have your FREE T-Shirt? Visit us Downtown
75 Court Square next to Bank of America and www.mchonejewelry.com
TO ALL THE FRESHMEN....YES THIS IS FOR REAL

COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE.

$5 OFF

Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change
(with JAC card)
Bring in this coupon and get $5.00 off your next oil change at you nearest participating Jiffy Lube.
Come in every 3,000 miles for a Jiffy Lbe Signature Service® Oil Change.
*This coupon is only redeemable at the Jiffy lube at 1870 East market St. Harrisonburg, VA

Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change
- No Appointment necessary.
- Free top off on your way home*
- National database keeps a
history of your Jiffy Lube services.

$34.99
- $5.00
$29.99 (with JAC card)
Not valid with other offers. Jiffy Lube Sinature Service®
are registered trademarks of Jiffy Lube International, Inc.
© 2004 All Rights reserved.

1870 East Market Street
across form Valley Mall

Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(540) 433-8599
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GIFTS: From Enola, Not Your Average Band
Gifts, from page 11

who has photographed the band on several occasions.
The band just returned to Harrisonburg from
their second national tour, which spanned the
East Coast and Midwest and as far as the coast of
California. Six months of planning and having last
summer’s tour in the bag made this summer’s tour
a lot smoother. In addition to knowing how to book
better shows and making connections while on the
road last year, “we have more of a feel for each other
and how things should sound,” said DeLuca.
The group never practices because Endahl is a
Virginia Tech senior, but when DeLuca, Dominy
and Barnes create a demo, they add electronic
drum beats and then send it to Endahl, so he has a
rough idea of what to play at shows.
It took Gifts a year to create their first album,

and the band is more than halfway done with their
new album.
“I like looking at albums as a whole artistic
statement, like having lyrics or poetry and artwork
and how it’s all packaged and presented,” Dominy
said. “It’s more than just what it sounds like. It’s
how it gets to you.”
They will take this semester to finish the album,
taking advantage of Dominy’s independent study
through the School of Music to record some songs.
“We don’t need to rush this, as much as we
want people to hear it,” said Barnes.
Gifts isn’t really influenced by other bands,
but rather inspired by other musicians and other
things as well.
“It’s not just music; everything plays a part in
what you make,” Dominy said.
DeLuca added: “Reading, people you meet,

movies…life.” DeLuca, a Richmond native, used
one word to describe Gifts From Enola: honest.
The band collaboratively and almost effortlessly produces multi-movement masterpieces that
flow seamlessly, engaging listeners to follow them
on an instrumental and artistic journey. The songs
are complex, contemporary symphonies, and are
usually conceived as improvisations that constantly change through the song-writing and recording process and even in the band’s performances.
“Whenever I get too comfortable when I’m playing, I like to just improvise and play the notes that I
know I would never play ordinarily,” said Dominy.
The display of colorful, rhythmic lights that accompany most performances are manned by Wade
Vanover, or LJ Stank as the band likes to call him.
Vanover, a close and personal friend of the band,
said the light show “started more as just something
to do at The Bag [a local venue] for fun, but eventually escalated into something of a staple of the live
show.” Vanover built the light boxes that Gifts uses
at their shows and creates his own art while the band
plays, almost like another instrument.
“There’s nothing better than having someone
coming up after the show and pointing at a briefcase full of foot switches, zip-ties and power strips
and saying it was the coolest thing they’ve ever seen,”
Vanover said. “Plus I like telling the sound guy that
we don’t need their crappy, expensive house lights.”
Gifts From Enola is officially signed with
Mylene Sheath, a record company co-owned by a
couple based in Cincinnati, Ohio. Dominy’s room
seconds as a recording studio when necessary.
Although they get a satisfying thrill from creating and completing an album, the band thrives on
playing live music.
Barnes said, “I think the satisfactions of having
a record that you made and you really like is one of
the best things ever, but there’s not instant gratification like playing live.”
By the standards set forth by mainstream music, Gifts From Enola doesn’t really have a chance
to make it big. However, the band isn’t concerned
about getting signed by a major label like many musicians because they are overwhelmingly passionate

Want To Write For Life?
Come to our weekly writers’ meetings,
Monday at 7:30 p.m.
at The Breeze office.

photos courtesy of GIFTS FROM ENOLA (Above) and
TIM SKIRVEN (Left)

Above: C.J. DeLuca gets some air at a show during their recent summer tour. Left: Andrew Barnes
plays guitar during an album release show at The
Bag, a local venue downtown.

about the music they create and are content with
continuing to compose meaningful and fulfilling
art. “I don’t know anything else I’d rather be doing,”
said Dominy. “We can take this as far as we want to
take it, it’s all about the work you want to put into it
and how much you want to put up with to do what
you want to do.” Gifts From Enola is going places.
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BUNNY: JMU Grad Shines RETURN: Students Have Big
including her time spent at JMU.
“There are little pieces of JMU in [my movies],” Lutz said with a laugh.
One scene inspired from her years in
school was in “10 Things I Hate About You,”
when a character has a penis drawn on his
face. Two of Lutz’s sorority sisters were pregnant while in school, which is what encouraged her to have a pregnant sorority girl in
“The House Bunny.”
Lutz loves all the movies she has written,
but is especially fond of “Legally Blonde” and
“The Ugly Truth,” which will premiere in
2009.
“‘The House Bunny’ is a really sweet movie,” Lutz said. “A lot of reviews compared it to
‘Legally Blonde,’ but they actually have very
different characters. It’s a funny
movie with a good message.”
When not working in her
pajamas or in her pool, Lutz enjoys surfing and traveling. She
eventually wants to own a villa
in Tuscany.
She still sees her friends from
JMU and four of them came to
Los Angeles to support the premiere of her new movie.
“I loved JMU,” Lutz said. “I
wouldn’t change a thing. Actually no, I don’t miss the parking
tickets.”
Lutz believes that most students will not end up working in
the field that they major in, but
the experiences that they have at
photo courtesy of KAREN LUTZ
JMU will make them well-roundAnna Farris, the main character in “The House Bunny,” acts
ed and ready to do anything:
as a former Playboy-bunny-turned-sorority-house-mother.
something she has proved.
Bunny, from page 11

Lutz works from home and raves about the
people in Hollywood.
“Ninety-nine percent of the people you meet
here are pretty cool,” Lutz said. “I actually used
to meet a lot more snobby and obnoxious people
when I was in Washington, D.C.”
Lutz had a great time in college, but her
least favorite class was Quantitative Analysis.
She claims that the only reason she passed
it was because the teaching assistant was extremely good looking and gave her a lot of
extra help.
Lutz relentlessly wrote scripts for four years
before she sold “10 Things I Hate About You.”
She typically takes about four months to write a
script and gets her ideas from all different places,

The Game Calls It Quits
Rapper’s final album boasts big-name
collaborations; displays artist’s ear for beats
The Daily Cougar
University of Houston
HOUSTON — Since the release of his first
mixtape in 2002, Jayceon Taylor, better known
as The Game, has made it his life’s calling to resurrect West Coast rap and force-feed it to the
masses. Even during his stint with G-Unit, the
28-year-old rapper represented and remained
loyal to Compton, Calif., like the greats Dr. Dre
and Eazy-E.
Six years later, after months of being
pushed back, The Game unleashes his third
and supposedly final album, “L.A.X.” In any
case, if an artist is releasing his or her last album, the artist’s A-game needs to be brought
(no pun intended).
With “L.A.X.,” The Game decided to pull
out all the stops, reeling in some of the biggest
artists and producers in hip-hop and R&B to
collaborate on what ended up being one of the
most ambitious projects in quite some time.
The Game has an ear for beats, and the
production on “L.A.X.” is close enough to
some of the best mainstream releases heard
this year. With beats from Cool & Dre, Kanye
West, Nottz and Hi-Tek, it’s difficult to notice
that Dr. Dre doesn’t produce for The Game
anymore. Furthermore, the cameos on this album are endless. Interscope must have spent
a large sum on his behalf, bringing in Lil’
Wayne, Common, Ice Cube, Nas and Ludacris, to name a few. Almost every song that features any of this all-star line-up is a prospective hit, considering the singles he’s released

have already done well.
Lyrically, you won’t see much progression
from The Game in comparison to previous albums. He continues to rhyme about his troubled
past, which includes but is not limited to sex,
drugs and violence, and name-dropping still
runs most of his songs; However, The Game has
always had a certain way with words to keep the
songs fresh. The name-dropping may turn some
people away, but he manages to create new metaphors and similes that are both entertaining and
clever, while managing to pay homage to those
who have influenced his own style.
There are very few lulls when listening to the
album, which is an impressive feat considering its
76-minute runtime. Aside from the abrasive “Intro” and “Outro,” both prayers by hip-hop hostile DMX, the only skip-worthy track is “Touchdown,” which might as well be one of The Game’s
most trite tracks to date.
“L.A.X.” has a very wide range of sounds aside
from the West Coast. From soulful jams such as
“Let Us Live” to club-bangers such as “Money” to
the bedroom-influenced faux balladry of “Gentleman’s Affair,” there are songs on “L.A.X.” that
will reach a wide array of people.
Considering the state of the music industry,
there is very little chance that this album will
be as commercially successful as its predecessors, “The Documentary” and “Doctor’s Advocate.” Despite the sales difference, “L.A.X” will
go down as The Game’s crowning achievement
and will stand the test of time. If this is indeed
his last album, Jayceon Taylor will be content
with the fact that he dropped out of the game
while he was still shining.

Impact on ’Burg Community

Return, from page 11

Caitlin Johnson said she was unaware of the
change her hometown goes through during the
summer when she was growing up.
“I feel like JMU is contained in the town so as
a kid it wouldn’t influence me,” she said.
Now a student here, Johnson said she notices
it more because her friends have gone home for
the summer, but she’s still here.
“It’s kind of lonely,” she said. “It feels like a
ghost town.”
All of the students and faculty said that
the traffic improved because of fewer cars
and people. Micetich said that it’s not only

the cars, but it’s also the bikes and pedestrian
traffic.
“Traffic, holy cow…unbelievable difference in traffic,” she said. “It’s unbelievable that
so many cars fit in this town [when JMU is in
session].”
No matter how relaxing and peaceful Harrisonburg may be in the summer, students and
JMU staff awaited the arrival of JMU students
semester.
By July, Muncy said, she was ready for school
to start again.
“I love the summer, but I was excited for
the students to come back,” Muncy said.

Did you miss our last issue?
Check us out online!
thebreeze.org
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Flipping A Coin
Games decided by a
single goal became
customary last season
By JACK McAULEY
The Breeze

courtesy of CATHY KUSHNER/Sports Media Relations

Senior Kyle Morsink goes for a ball in
Madison’s scrimmage against Navy last week.

Last season the James Madison men’s soccer team played 19 games, 14 of which were
decided by a single goal. The Dukes finished
7-9-3 overall and 6-5 in CAA play, but know
the outcome of their season easily could have
been very different.
“One flip of the coin and [the season] would
have been real good or real bad instead of middle of the road,” coach Tom Martin said.
Madison finished tied for seventh in the
conference. Only the top six teams qualify for
the CAA tournament, all looking for a con-

ference title and automatic bid into the
NCAA tournament.
“The games were close last year,” senior
midfielder Nick Zimmerman said, “and they
were decided on a few mistakes that we made
or other teams made. It’s a very competitive
conference and I think it comes down to the
little things.”
One of the first little things evaluated
when Madison arrived from summer break
was the level of fitness of the players. Playing
10 overtime games last season highlighted
the importance of fitness for both the coaching staff and the players.
“I think everyone came back fit,” Zimmerman said. “You learn some things in preseason games about the team and everyone’s
excited about the year.”
Preseason practices also allow teams to
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Men’s Soccer Preseason
CAA Coaches Poll
(First place votes received
in parentheses)

1. Old Dominion (8)
2. Virginia Commonwealth (3)
3. Drexel (1)
4. Hofstra
5. Towson
6. James Madison
7. William & Mary
8. George Mason
9. Northeastern
10. North Carolina-Wilmington
11. Delaware
12. Georgia State

See SOCCER, page 18

Duke Matchup Is Déjà Vu
Football team
travels to Durham,
N.C. for first game
By Matthew McGovern

The Breeze

For the second straight year, the
James Madison football team will open
its season against an Atlantic Coast
Conference team that calls North Carolina home.
And JMU’s first opponent is welcoming a new coach with an unpredictable system, just like last season.
This time it’s Duke, not North Carolina — and Duke’s new coach, David
Cutcliffe, was at least on a coaching
staff last season as Tennessee’s offensive
coordinator. When Butch Davis became North Carolina’s head coach for
the 2007 season, he hadn’t coached in
two years, making it difficult for JMU
coach Mickey Matthews to prepare his
team for UNC’s offensive and defensive
schemes.
“It was hard to prepare for it, just
because Butch Davis was just coming in
and we didn’t really have that much to
scout on, unless we were watching the
Cleveland Browns,” junior defensive
tackle J.D. Skolnitsky said. “But we have
more of a sense of what we’re doing going into this game.”
Preparing for Duke is almost as difficult, though. Only one coach returns
from last season’s staff: wide receivers
coach Scottie Montgomery. That makes
it difficult to predict Duke’s plan of attack. Cutcliffe’s tendencies at Tennessee
will serve as the guidelines for Madison’s
strategy.
“We’ve looked at Tennessee’s offense
from last year,” Matthews said. “Whether he’s gonna run the same plays, we
don’t know that. You’re kind of grabbin’
at straws a little bit.”
With dark clouds threatening the
majority of Monday’s practice, Matthews
concluded the session by announcing
team captains — all seniors. Tailback
Eugene Holloman, quarterback Rodney
Landers, center Scott Lemn, linebacker
D.J. Brandon, defensive end Hassan
Abdul-Wahid, and defensive tackle Sam

photos by CAROLINE DAVIS/The Breeze

Clockwise, from left: Senior cornerback Evan
McCollough pursues sophomore receiver
Marcus Turner during training camp drills.
McCollough will start opposite junior Scotty
McGee at Duke. Senior quarterback Rodney
Landers (top right,7) and sophomore backup
quarterback Drew Dudzik (bottom right, carrying ball) both have experience running
JMU’s no-huddle offense.

See FOOTBALL, page 17

Volleyball’s Identity Must Shift
Seniors’ departure
forces Dukes to take
different approach
By WES SHAW
The Breeze

courtesy of CATHY KUSHNER/Sports Media Relations

Sophomore Lindsay Callahan was the Dukes’
top freshman in 2007.

The senior class that graduated in May
was one the James Madison University volleyball team won’t soon forget. Interestingly
enough, and luckily for the Dukes, it was
only made up of two players.
Middle blocker Allyson Halls ended her
career third all-time on Madison’s career
kill-list with 486, earning first team All-Colonial Athletic Association honors twice.
Libero Jena Pierson set school and conference records for career digs (2,189) and
digging average (5.25) ranking in the top 15
all-time in NCAA Division I history.
Halls and Pierson were the only seniors
on last year’s roster and the only major losses from last year as well. Five freshmen enter
this year’s squad hoping to fill the holes left

by Halls’ and Pierson’s departures.
Coach Disa Garner is confident, despite
that losing two of the best players in school
history.
“We’ll miss a little bit in the middle, not
having Allyson in, because she was such a
big presence and so consistent in our offense,” Garner said. “Our ball handling is
going to suffer a little. We’ll lose a little bit of
a step, but not anything significant.”
Sophomore outside hitter Lindsay Callahan feels it is possible that the Dukes are
even better off this year than last, with improved chemistry and a better overall team
atmosphere.
Losing Halls and Pierson “is a big physical loss for us, but I think mentally we are
going to be stronger,” said the Virginia
Beach native. “The team is a lot better together. Practices are better. I think we just
flow better as a team instead of just two individuals who would sometimes break off.”
This season, the Dukes are without any
standouts like last year’s seniors, something
Callahan sees as a positive for her team.

See VOLLEYBALL, page 17

Volleyball Preseason
CAA Coaches Poll
(First place votes recieved
in parentheses)

1. Delaware (7)
2. Northeastern (3)
3. William & Mary
4. James Madison
5. Virginia Commonwealth
6. Hofstra
7. George Mason
8. Georgia State
9. Towson
10. North Carolina-Wilmington
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Khanda Miller

Hair Stylist

business 540.434.6493
cell 540.478.5084

Specializing in

haircuts, foiling, perms, wedding updos,
relaxer, color, highlites/lowlites, waxing
and threading

20% OFF

any chemical services
ProStyle Haircutters

1828 South Main St Harrisonburg

Advertise in our

Apartment
& Living
Guide

Welcome Back Students
DON’T LET ILLNESS AFFECT YOUR COLLEGE EXPERIENCE

755A Cantrell Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA
(Next to Hardee’s)

540-432-9996
THE place for students
to find information on
apartments, furniture,
storage, and more...

Deadline: September 15
To be distributed in areas across campus, at the off-campus
housing fair, and family weekend.

540.568.6127 (phone) | 540.568.7889 (fax) | the_breeze@jmu.edu | www.thebreeze.org

Serving JMU Students Since 1991

* Minor Injure & Illness Treatment * X-ray * Flu Shots *
*Physicals * STD Testing * Dehydration Treatment *

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK : Mon-Fri 9-8 * Sat 10-4 * Sun 1-6
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VOLLEYBALL: Picked 4 in CAA
Volleyball, from page 15

something Callahan sees as a positive for her team.
“I think we have gained a lot,”
she said. “We don’t have to rely on
just one player now.”
Last year, the Dukes started out
10-5 before losing eight of their final 15 matches, finishing 17-15 and
fifth in the CAA. Garner feels her
team missed an opportunity to have
an even more successful season
considering its strong start.
“We actually played pretty well
towards the end of the season,” Gar-

ner said. “We just missed in some
close matches that could have gone
either way.”
In the off-season, Garner focused
on scheduling opponents that would
prepare her squad for the CAA championships and have the Dukes playing
at their best come November.
Madison will take two long road
trips early this season, first to Berkeley, Calif. to compete in the University of California Golden Bear
Invitational during the first week of
September. Second, they will head
to Tampa, Fla., for the University of

South Florida Tournament, also in
early September.
“The important thing was playing quality competition prior to the
start of our conference schedule, so
we’re really prepared for [the tournaments],” said Garner, who is entering
her ninth season as the Dukes’ coach.
“We just have to get better each
time we go out. Each phase needs to
be a better effort so that we’re peaking and at our finest when we go to
the [CAA] tournament”
The Dukes are ranked fourth in
the preseason CAA coaches poll.

FOOTBALL: Begins Season Saturday
Football, from page 15

Daniels received the majority of
votes, as each JMU player was allowed to vote for four captains.
Madison hopes its leaders can
help JMU avoid the kind of disastrous first quarter the Dukes played
in 2007 at North Carolina. The Tar
Heels scored a touchdown on the
game’s third play, and ended the pe-

riod with a 21-0 lead.
But Duke is a less formidable
opponent than North Carolina.
The Tar Heels had a 3-9 record the
year before JMU played them, while
Duke recorded a 1-11 record last
season and went winless in 2006.
But the fact remains: This is a clash
of two entirely different cultures. JMU
has been a playoff team three of the

last four years—and won the NCAA
Division I-AA national championship
in 2004—while that year was the last
time Duke had more than one win.
“We’ll be at full strength this
year,” Landers said. “We’ve got a lot
of weapons, we just need to get the
ball to ‘em. You know, just watch the
show and see what they can do. It’s
going to be very exciting.”

Women’s
Golf Has
NCAA
Hopes
By ALEX VAN REES		
contributing writer

While most students were
straggling into dorms and apartments and waiting for classes to
start, many athletes have been
slogging through the heat for
weeks now.
Yes, there are football twoa-days and scrimmages, but the
JMU women’s golfers have been
gearing up for the season opener September 19. This season
we might have the most successful team JMU has seen for
quite awhile.
Last year’s squad compiled a
record of 92-62-2. The Dukes’
average score was 314, ranking a
very modest 125 in the nation.
“Our goals this year are to
be ranked 75th in the nation,
have an average combined
score under 308 and compete to
win the Conference Championship,” women’s golf coach Paul
Gooden said.
Five girls go to each tournament, with the top four scores
compiled for a final score. The
girls on the team last year averaged between 78-80 strokes.
Typically, a strong score for
women’s college golf is about 75.
JMU’s recruiting has improved in recent years, according to Gooden. He feels he has
better luck recruiting girls from
outside the U.S. since many of
his recruiting targets in this region only have eyes for Atlantic
Coast Conference schools.
“Last year’s team was very
young and most lacked experience,” Gooden said. “This team,
on the other hand, is more
knowledgeable about college
golf and much more experienced.”
Junior Mary Chamberlain
emerged as a team leader last
season. The Dukes didn’t choose
captains, but she stepped into
that role nonetheless.
“I think that we have a nice
group of solid returning girls
and a couple of freshman who
will help out the team a lot,”
Chamberlain said. “We have a
lot of experience and I think that
we can only get better this year.”
Chamberlain
continues
to improve, winning the New
England Women’s Golf Association Championship near her
home in Dennis, Mass. She shot
a two-under-par 70 in the final
round to win by three shots.
This year, the Dukes are
returning four players, as two
freshmen are added to the mix
as well.
“Each of the players returning from last season are shooting better and have improved
their game over the summer,”
Gooden said. “There are no
weaknesses on the team, just
improvements.”
Another player expected
to be a leader is Kelly Lynch, a
sophomore. As a freshman, she
was very vocal and encouraging, Gooden said. Overall, this
year’s team seems a lot stronger
and more experienced than in
past seasons.
“I’m really looking forward
to the season,” Lynch said.
“Hopefully, we can make it to
the NCAA championship and
compete this year because that
would be cool because it hasn’t
happened in a long time.”
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NFL Preseason Plagued By Injuries, Questions Arise
The Los Angeles Times
Pop! Philip Daniels goes down. Pop! Then Alex Buzbee.
Alvin Bowen, Oren O’Neal, Drew Carter, Mark Setterstrom,
Daniel Sepulveda. Pop! Pop! Pop! Pop! Pop!
All of them are NFL players, with tendons and ligaments snapping
apart, brittle as bone-dry rubber bands. All done for the season.
And there’s the pop heard ‘round the league: Osi Umenyiora, the
most dynamic defensive player for the Super Bowl champion New
York Giants, was carted off the field during an exhibition game Saturday against the New York Jets after his left knee “locked up” with
what later was found to be a torn lateral meniscus. He, too, is finished
before the season even started.
When it comes to severe injuries in the NFL, particularly to the
knee, August is the cruelest month. Studies have shown that, and
various experts have long pondered why the majority of season-ending injuries happen in training camp.
“When the season starts, other than the games themselves, the
intensity during the season is not what it is in August,” said Dr. Neal
ElAttrache, a joint specialist at the Kerlan-Jobe Orthopaedic Clinic.
“So we’re in the peak month of ligament tears in the NFL.”
Those tears aren’t always the result of hits. In fact, players often

go down with knee injuries because of high-speed cutting and torque
on the knee, jumping for a pass and landing wrong.
ElAttrache said “probably 80 percent to 90 percent” of anteriorcruciate ligament tears are non-contact injuries.
That said, a lot of injuries are the result of contact, and one theory
holds that players come into camp in such spectacular shape nowas opposed to the days when players actually used the summers to
get back into shape-that the collisions are exponentially more violent
from Day 1.
Because the NFL does not allow teams to conduct contact drills
until training camp, players go from not hitting for months to suddenly slamming into each other dozens of times per practice, and
that goes double for two-a-days.
“In the old days, guys used training camp to work their way
slowly into shape,” longtime agent Leigh Steinberg said. “These guys
today are in shape already, but they’re not in football shape. ... It’s like
running a car from 0 to 90 this fast.”
And sometimes, players’ seasons—and occasionally their careers—
are finished just as fast. Injuries are part of the game, of course, but the
league might want to look at its rules that prohibit contact in minicamps.
Strange as it sounds, gradually building up hitting might help

better prepare players for the molar-rattling crashes of camp. This
summer, Steinberg called me and warned me to “Watch out for injuries in August.” Turns out, he was right.
It’s not that there are more injuries now than, say, last summer.
But banged-up bodies are certainly a big story at this year’s camps.
New England quarterback Tom Brady is nursing a foot injury,
and Indianapolis’ Peyton Manning is recovering from knee surgery,
although neither injury was a result of training camp.
San Diego linebacker Shawne Merriman, among the league’s top
five defensive players, is facing a knee injury that likely will end his
season and could threaten his career. It’s no coincidence that the
Chargers hustled this week to sign his backup, Jyles Tucker, to a fiveyear contract extension. They want him around if Merriman isn’t.
A study published last year in the American Journal of Sports
Medicine showed that NFL players who suffer ACL tears are seldom
the same type of player, production-wise, as they were before the
injury. That’s assuming they were able to resume their careers, and
one-fifth of those players couldn’t.
So what should teams do? Should they be on the constant lookout
for equipment and surfaces that better protect their players? Should
they hit less in camp? Hit more? Cross their fingers and pray?
The way Steinberg sees it, there’s only one sure thing.

SOCCER: Veteran Group To Lead Dukes
Soccer, from page 15

get to know each other better. Martin pointed at the improvements in
chemistry, leadership and academics. As each little thing develops on
and off the field, the Dukes step closer toward their CAA and NCAA
goals.
The two preseason scrimmages, against Georgetown and Navy,
respectfully, were each won by JMU by a score of 1-0 and provided
the first glimpse of collegiate soccer for five freshmen.
In order to take the CAA tournament championship, which JMU
has not won since 2001, the Dukes will rely heavily on seven returning starters from last year’s team. Zimmerman, a preseason All-CAA
pick, will be called on to lead the attack.
“[Every player] must be able to stop another player from scoring,
help another player score or be the scorer,” Martin said. “We need
Nick to help and score [and] we’re confident he can.”
Joining Zimmerman in the Dukes’ attack will be sophomore forward C.J. Sapong, who was also named to the preseason CAA team.
Last season, Sapong took little time adjusting to college soccer, leading Madison with 10 goals and 21 points.
“I came in feeling like I had to prove myself off the bat,” Sapong
said. “I realized I just had to be myself because it’s a lot easier playing
[and] not worrying about outside factors.”
Coming out of the very competitive CAA will not make it easy for
Madison to reach the NCAA tournament. Defending champion Old
Dominion was picked to finish first in the conference and has qualified for the NCAAs in 11 of 13 years.
JMU will begin the season this weekend in the Lousiville Tournament in Lousiville, Ky. The Dukes will open with Butler, who is returning every starter from a team that finished in 9-7-6 in 2007. Then
Monday they will take on the hosting Louisville Cardinals, a NCAA
tournament team last year.
A tough out-of-conference schedule will not make the road to the
NCAA’s any easier, but the Dukes know if they can knock off teams
like Louisville early in the year, it makes their case that much stronger
come November.
“The goal is to get into the [NCAA] tournament,” Martin said.
“To do that, JMU and the other schools have to play a good out-of
-conference schedule.”

photo courtesy of CATHY KUSHNER/JMU Sports Media

Junior Joel Senior is in his first season with the Dukes, having transferred from Archbishop Carroll in Washington, D.C. prior to
last season.
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Visit: www.thebreeze.org/classifieds

Payment Options:
Major Credit Cards: MasterCard,
Visa, Discover, American Express
Cash
Check

5 Easy Steps!
Step 1: Select Log In from the menu.
Step 2: Register as a new user.
Step 3: Once Logged in, select
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Step 4: Fill in the online form.
Step 5: Select “Click Here to Submit
Your Ad” for payment and review

Deadlines:
Monday Issue: Friday 12PM
Thursday Issue: Tuesday 5PM

“Place New Ad” from menu.

Online: All classified ads are also placed on The Breeze website at no additional cost.

SWING
BALLROOM
LATIN
DANCE LESSONS STUDENT DISCOUNTS DANCINGWITHKAREN.
COM (540) 432-1003

part-time Responsive Management
(www.responsivemanagement.com), a
wildlife/natural resource research firm
is hiring professional, reliable people
to conduct telephone research surveys
(NO SALES). Part-time or full-time
available; open 7 days, evening hours;
schedule may vary slightly based on
project needs; Apply at 130 Franklin
Street. EOE. (540) 432-1888

Questions? Call 568-6127

office 540.568.6127
fax 540.568.7889
the_breeze@jmu.edu

Cashiers Needed at Wilco. Must be
21. 434-1891. 1437 South Main Street.
4 Blocks to JMU Campus 8 BR,
3 Baths, 2 Kitchens, plenty of parking,
cat 5 wiring, w/ d included, group of
eight, five or three
preferred, available for immediate occupancy, $325 per room, please call
434/996/9065.

Mattress Set Full $159. Queen
$179. + Warranty + box
New in Plastic
Delivery today (540) 448-4924
2000 hyundai sonata $1000 call
478-3515

Part Time Childcare Needed.
Looking for responsible adult(s) to
provide care for 2 month old baby in
my home. Weekdays, weekends and/or
evenings. FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING
& COMPETATIVE PAY!!! Private
Pool Access during Off-Hours! Early
education or Nursing major a plus, but
not required. Resume, references, and
background check required. Call for
more details. (540) 421-4717

Part Time Nanny for 7 month old
tripletts contact jackie@wmsh.org or
(540) 578-1518
Chanello’s Pizza Phone operator
needed. Fast-paced, fun work environment. Need a ride to work? We will pick
you up! Must be available Fri or Sat
night. Must be able to work LATE (open
until 4am). Part time/flex sched avail.
PLEASE DO NOT CALL STORE. Call
271-0632, ask for Pat.
NEED EXTRA MONEY FOR COLLEGE? More than 16,000 people nationwide have joined CashCrate and
get paid to complete free offers, surveys,
and even shop at WalMart! Refer your
friends and earn even more bonus commissions! Receive your first paycheck
by postal mail every month! Visit us at
www.cashcrate4college.tk to join today
for free!

Veterinary care Welcome back
students and faculty! Our veterinary
team is ready to help your pets through
their new transition. Full service small
animal care and emergencies. Visit us
at our Website. Massanutten Animal
Clinic (540) 434-2364

!BARTENDING! $250/Day Potential.
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available. (800)965-6520 XT212
Childcare Wanted: Dependable, creative college students to provide Fall child care for area families.
Full or part time. Non-smoking a
must. E-mail asaunder@rhcc.com at
ChildCare Connection, or call 540433-4531.

Spring Break 2009. Sell Trips, Earn
Cash and Go Free. Call for Group Discounts. Best Prices Guaranteed! Best
Parties! Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida. Information/
Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or www.
ststravel.com

this is your last chance to
in our

Advertise

Apartment Guide

Guide o Worship

Catholic Campus Ministry
Everyone is welcome!
Sunday Mass Times:
11:30 AM - Grafton-Stovall
5:00 PM - Festival Highlands
Room
9:00 PM - CCM House
1052 South Main St

jmuccm.com
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